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1. Introduction and Motivation 

In order to fully exploit all the potentials of various heterogeneous resources in sensor network 
applications in a context-aware manner, coordinated research efforts need to be pursued in multiple 
technical areas including networking, information management, control, and spatio-temporal data/events 
management. At the heart of the motivation for our research is the observation that there is a lack of a 
unified paradigm that will enable dynamic balancing between the Quality of Data (QoD) assurances and 
the coordination of the resource-utilization, not only as reaction to an occurrence of a particular event, but 
also with a proactive impact on how the future tracking and data gathering should be managed. These are 
crucial capabilities that are needed for implementing any system that relies on automated situation 
awareness. Our work is focusing on adaptive and environment-aware integrated management of spatio-
temporal queries and events in heterogeneous sensor networks.  
 In lieu of the Network is the Database perspective [2], some recent works have addressed the goal 
of declarative networking which essentially aims at providing high-level declarative languages for 
managing the behavior of the network (e.g., [9]). In particular, the DSN (Declarative Sensor Networks) 
paradigm combines a language, compiler and run-time system for high-level specification and 
deployment of large variety of applications [4]. The language – Snlog, is a variant of Datalog [8] with two 
notable extensions: “@”-symbol for denoting that the type of the variable is a node, and “#”- denoting a 
link. In the mid-1990s, deductive databases and active databases (ADb) [5] co-developed, both having a 
similar goal: providing expressive languages to enable users to easily specify what the system needs to 
do, without getting into the details of how. However, ADb leaned more towards the specification of the 
reactive behavior of the systems and arguments were made that the deductive and active databases 
can/should be viewed as two end-points of the spectrum of the family of rule-based languages in 
databases [10], along with attempts for their integration [3]. Although declarative languages are emerging 
in sensor networks settings, the triggers, which are the basic mechanism for specifying the reactive 
behavior in ADb, have not yet found their counterpart. In this position paper, we focus on efficient 
management of two types of information pertaining to mobile entities: (1) location-in-time and (2) 
context, and we combine the behavioral and semantic-knowledge with the optimal resource utilization.  
We will consider the collaborative behavior of two types of sensors used for detecting the information of 
interest: (1) low-cost and low-energy acoustic and seismic (vibration-based) sensors, and (2) multiple 
video sensors. Towards the goal of situation awareness, we present a methodology that, in reaction to a 
particular event in a given state of the system, will proactively adjust the resources’ exploitation, so that 
the highest Quality of Data (QoD) level is assured in balance with some parameters of interest, e.g., 
networks connectivity and lifetime. 

2. Evolving Triggers and Our Research 

To motivate the need for specifying (and managing) the reactive behavior in sensor networks, and to 
illustrate the basic rationale of our goals, observe the scenario depicted in Figure 1 and consider the 
following request: Req1: “When a moving object has been continuously moving towards the region of 
interest for at least 4 min., If the Marines units are further than 2 miles from the region, notify the closest 
infantry unit. Subsequently: when that object has been continuously within 100 yards from the boundary 
of the region more then 2 min., if the cameras have identified him as a person carrying a bag, notify the 
closest patrol vehicle and guide it towards the mobile object. Req1 has all the elements of the traditional  



 
 triggers from the ECA (Event-Condition-Action) paradigm, however, there are a few important  

observations that need to be made: (1) The event 
(“when”) is composite and its primitive constituents 
are distributed (location, time) values obtained by 
the tracking sensors. Still, the detection(s) of the 
composite event(s) can be done in a manner that 
does not require forwarding every detection of an 
individual instance of the primitive event to the 
sink.  (2) The condition (“If”) can be viewed like a 
remote but instantaneous query, to be executed 
upon detection of the composite event. However, in 
reality, it is a continuous one [1], because the 
distance of the Marines units from the region of 
interest changes over time. In addition, the value of 
the composite event (moving towards) also changes 
over the time. (3) Req1 contains a portion 
(“Subsequently”) which, in a sense is a nested 
“child-trigger”. It may be tempting to declare it as 
a separate trigger, however, in that case it may 
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manner with its “parent” trigger which, in turn, may cause an unnecessary waste of network resources. 
(4) The network  itself needs the capability to react to  various stimuli, i.e., processing some other query 
like, for example Q1 in Figure 1, may enforce re-routing of the notifications towards the sink  – aside 
from the possible mobility of the sink itself. Figure 2 illustrates an SQL-like syntax of a trigger 
corresponding to Req1, along with a possible time-line of the evolution of the environment. Actually, this 
is an example of triggers conforming to the (ECA)2 (Evolving and Context-Aware Event Condition 
Action) paradigm that was introduced in [7]. 
We also showed how such triggers can be used 
to pro-actively influence the behavior of the 
system. However, our main assumption was 
that they execute on top of ORDBMS 
equipped with CQ (Continuous Queries) 
processing capabilities [1] in streaming 
environments. Sensor Networks pose unique 
challenges in terms of their load balancing and 
efficient resource utilization. Based on our 
earlier experiences for translating  triggers and 
workflow-descriptions [6] specified in high-
level languages into logic programs,  one of the 
goals that we are currently focusing upon is:  

G1:  Develop high-level linguistic constructs        
for declarative specification of (ECA)2 triggers and incorporate them on top of the TinySQL framework,  
along with procedures that will automatically translate these specifications into logic programs in the 
spirit of SNlog. 

As an illustration of the need for context-awareness, recall that that due to the processing of an 
already-existing query Q1, the routing of the notification (regarding the detection of the moving_towards 
event) to the sink, has to bypass the sensors in the region of relevance for Q1. In the light of observation 
(2) above, a straightforward interpretation of Req1, as specified in the example-trigger in Figure 2, has an 
obvious drawback. Namely, the evaluation of the condition may be literally interpreted as if individual 
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instantaneous queries about the status of the Marines units, are transmitted anytime a detection of the 
primitive (location,time)  update (re)confirms the composite event continuosly_moving_towards. 
However, this is undesirable from the perspective of wasting communication resources – an effect present 
in any distributed environment, but the negative effects are amplified in sensor networks settings. To cope 
with this, in [7] we introduced the concept of the Meta-Trigger, which is a module that takes a locally-
specified (ECA)2 trigger and, after parsing it, decomposes it into local components and distributed 
components that are installed into the remote sites, thus promoting push-like behavior instead of the pull 
based one. In this spirit, another goal that we are currently pursuing is: 

G2: Develop local (in-node) triggers that will: 
- Consider the load of the individual node and respond to events that represent new request for that 

particular node in a manner that will balance the QoD requirements of the new request with the 
existing ones; 

- Collaborate with the Meta-Trigger module in a manner that will take into account the minimization 
of the communication overheads , while generating the distributed components of the locally-
specified triggers; 

- Be aware of their “local-ignorance”, in the sense of recognizing that a particular request is not part 
of their pre-programmed list of tasks and, instead of dropping the packets with such request, raise 
exception-notifications to the respective sinks.  

Lastly, as an umbrella spanning through this particular research project, we have the general goal: 

G3:  Develop novel constructs for specifying composite event-predicates for which the constituent 
primitive events are correlated to non-local spatial and spatio-temporal entities, along with distributed 
algorithms for their efficient processing. 
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